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Abstract
By definition, Kähler–Ricci solitons are defined on Fano manifolds. In this note,
we shall generalize the notion of Kähler–Ricci solitons to the case of general po-
larized manifolds from the view point of K-energy, which are called “generalized
Kähler–Ricci solitons”. Moreover, “generalized Kähler–Ricci solitons” are also one
of generalizations of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics. Furthermore, we shall
give a non-trivial example of a “generalized Kähler–Ricci soliton”.
1. Introduction
The K-energy was originally introduced by Mabuchi for studying Einstein–Kähler
metrics on Fano manifolds in [2] and [16] and its critical points are Einstein–Kähler
metrics. The K-energy is easily generalized to the case of constant scalar curvature
Kähler metrics ([16]). Moreover, in [11], Guan generalized the K-energy to the case
of extremal Kähler metrics. In [21], Tian also generalized the K-energy to the case of
Kähler–Ricci solitons. In Section 3, we shall modify Tian’s definition of the K-energy
associated to Kähler–Ricci solitons for some reason (see Section 3 for more details).
In the rest of this section, we shall introduce some notation and terminology. Let
(M , L) be an n-dimensional polarized manifold, that is, M is a compact connected n-
dimensional complex manifold and L an ample line bundle over M . If we can choose
the anti-canonical line bundle K 1M of M as L , we call M a Fano manifold. For (M , L),
we put
L WD
(c1(M) [ c1(L)n 1)([M])
c1(L)n([M])
2 Q.
Since L is ample, we have a Kähler metric g whose Kähler form
!g D
p
 1
n
X
i , jD1
gi| dzi ^ dz|
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represents 2c1(L) 2 H 2(MIR), where (z1, z2, : : : , zn) is a holomorphic local coordinate
system for M . Moreover, by
Ricg D Ric(!g) D
p
 1
n
X
i , jD1
Ri| dzi ^ dz| WD
p
 1  log det(g

),
we denote the Ricci form of g. By means of the harmonic integration theory, there
exists a real-valued C1 function fg 2 C1(M)R on M such that
(1.1) sg   nL D g fg WD
n
X
i , jD1
g| i

2 fg
ziz|
,
where (g| i )i , jD1,:::,n is the inverse matrix of (gi| )i , jD1,:::,n and
sg D s(!g) WD
n
X
i , jD1
g| i Ri|
the scalar curvature of g. If sg is constant, then g is called a constant scalar curvature
Kähler metric; in this case, sg D nL . If there exists a constant c 2 R such that Ricg D
c!g, we call g an Einstein–Kähler metric. If c D 0, then g is called a Ricci-flat Kähler
metric. If c ¤ 0, then 1=c D 1=L 2 Z and L D K 1=cM . When L D K kM (k 2 Z n f0g),
g is an Einstein–Kähler metric with c D  1=k if and only if g is a constant scalar
curvature Kähler metric.
In general, for a complex-valued C1 function ' 2 C1(M)
C
on M , we define a
complex-valued vector field on M by
gradg ' WD
1
p
 1
n
X
i , jD1
g| i
'
z|

zi
.
If gradg sg is a holomorphic vector field on M , then we call g an extremal Kähler
metric, which was introduced by Calabi in [4]. By definition, constant scalar curvature
Kähler metrics are extremal Kähler metrics.
When M is a Fano manifold and L D K 1M , if there exists a holomorphic vector
field X 2 XM WD H 0(MIO(T 1,0 M)) such that
Ricg   !g D L X!g ,
then g or the pair (g, X ) is called a Kähler–Ricci soliton, where XM is the Lie algebra
of holomorphic vector fields on M and L X!g the Lie differentiation of !g with respect
to X . If X D 0, then a Kähler–Ricci soliton g is nothing but an Einstein–Kähler metric
with c D 1.
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2. Preliminaries: Bott–Chern forms and K-energy
In this section, we shall recall some basic notions and facts concerning the K-energy
according to [16], [20] and [21].
For an n-dimensional polarized manifold (M , L), we put
M(M , L) WD f! W Kähler form on M such that ! 2 2c1(L)g.
We fix a Kähler form !0 2M(M , L). Then for each ! 2M(M , L), there exists ' 2
C1(M)
R
such that
! D !0(') WD !0 C
p
 1 '.
We define a functional L WM(M , L) ! R on M(M , L) by
L (!0(')) WD  
Z 1
0
dt
Z
M
P't (s(!0('t ))   nL )

!0('t )
2
n
,
where f't g05t51 is a path of real-valued C1-functions on M from '0  0 to '1 D '
with !0('t ) 2M(M , L) (0 5 t 5 1) and P't WD 't=t . We call L the K-energy of
(M , L) (associated to constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics). For L , the following
fact is well-known:
Fact 2.1 (Mabuchi [16, Theorems (2.4) and (3.2)]). (1) L is independent of the
choice of a path f't g05t51 and therefore well-defined;
(2) An element !g of M(M , L) is a critical point of L if and only if g is a constant
scalar curvature Kähler metric.
We assume that, for a complex Lie subgroup G of the holomorphic automorphism
group Aut(M) of M , L is G-equivariant. Then for an element Y of the Lie algebra
g WD Lie(G) ( XM D Lie(Aut(M))) of G, the following formula was also proved ([16,
Theorem (5.3)]):
d
dt




tD0
L (exp tY 
R
!0) D 2<e(
p
 1F LM (Y )),
where Y
R
WD Y C Y and <e() is the real part of a complex number  2 C. Here
F LMW XM ! C is the Bando–Calabi–Futaki character of (M , L), which was introduced as
an obstruction to the existence of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics in M(M , L)
by Bando ([1]), Calabi ([5]) and Futaki ([6], [7]) and defined by
F LM (V ) WD
1
p
 1
Z
M
(V fg)

!g
2
n
, V 2 XM .
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It is well-known that F LM is independent of the choice of !g 2M(M , L).
Next, according to Tian ([20]), we shall give an interpretation of the K-energy in
terms of Bott–Chern forms. For an Hermitian metric h of L , we denote the Hermitian
connection of h by rh and its curvature by (h), that is, (h) WD  log h. For a
polynomial (or a power series)  of one-variable and two Hermitian metrics h0 and h1
of L , we put
BC(LI h0, h1) WD
Z 1
0

0((ht )) Pht h 1t dt
2
 
M
k
Ak,k(M)
!,
Im()C Im(),
where Ap,q (M) (0 5 p, q 5 n) is the space of (p, q)-forms on M , fht g05t51 a path
of Hermitian metrics of L from h0 to h1, Pht WD ht=t and 0 the differentiation of
. Then BC(LI h0, h1) is independent of the choice of a path fht g05t51, hence well-
defined and called a Bott–Chern form of (LI h0, h1) associated to  (see [20] for more
details). Moreover we put
BC(LI h0, h1) WD
Z
M
BC(LI h0, h1).
Now we assume that, for Hermitian metrics h0 and h1 of L , both
p
 1(h0) and
p
 1(h1) are Kähler forms on M and we denote their associated Kähler metrics by
g(h0) and g(h1), respectively. Then we have
n
X
jD0
( 1) j

n
j

BCc
nC1
1 (K 1M 
 Ln 2 j I det g(h0)  hn 2 j0 , det g(h1)  hn 2 j1 )
  2nn! nLBCc
nC1
1 (LI h0, h1)
D 2n(n C 1)!
p
 1
2
L (!0(')),
where h1 D e 'h0, !0 D !g(h0) D
p
 1(h0), det g(h0)  hn 2 j0 and det g(h1)  hn 2 j1 are
the induced Hermitian metrics of K 1M 
 Ln 2 j and ck1(T ) D ((
p
 1=2)T )k .
In the rest of this section, we shall recall the equivariant Bott–Chern forms ac-
cording to [21]. Let (M , L) be an n-dimensional polarized manifold. In general, we
assume that L is G-equivariant for a complex Lie subgroup G of Aut(M). Then, for
each holomorphic vector field V 2 g  XM on M and p D 0, 1, : : : , 2n, we can define
the holomorphic action (see [3])

L , p
V W A
p(MI L) ! Ap(MI L),
of V on L , that is, L , pV satisfies the following properties:
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(i) L , pV is a C-linear map;
(ii) For all  2 Ap(M) and s 2 A0(MI L),

L , p
V ( s) D (LV )s C  L ,0V s,
where LV is the Lie differentiation of  with respect to V ;
(iii) L , pV commutes with  , that is,  ÆL , pV D L , pC1V Æ  , for p D 0, 1, : : : , 2n   1.
Here, for p D 0, 1, : : : , 2n, we denote by Ap(M) and Ap(MI L) the space of C1
complex-valued p-forms and L-valued p-forms on M , respectively. For an Hermitian
metric h of L , we put
L
(L ,h)
V WD r
h
V  
L ,0
V 2 C
1(M)
C
.
Then L(L ,h)V satisfies L
(L ,h)
V D  i(V )(h), where i(V ) is the interior product with re-
spect to V . For V 2 g  XM and a polynomial (or a power series)  of one-variable,
we put
C

L (V ) WD
Z
M
((h)C L(L ,h)V ).
Then CL (V ) is independent of the choice of an Hermitian metric h of L and hence
well-defined. By G(L) 2 H 2 deg G (M), we denote the G-equivariant characteristic class
of L associated to . Then we have
C

L (V ) D ($G (G(L)))(V ), V 2 g,
where $G

W HG(M) ! H 2nG (fg) is the G-equivariant Gysin map induced by the triv-
ial G-equivariant map $ of M to a single point fg. Here we identify H 2kG (fg) with
I k(G), which is the space of holomorphic G-invariant polynomial of degree k on g
for k D 0, 1, 2, : : : (see, e.g., [8] for more details). The following is well-known ([19,
Lemma 6.1], see also [17] and [18]):
F LM (V ) D  
2
2n(n C 1)!
n
X
jD0

n
j

C
cnC11
K 1M 
Ln 2 j
(V )C 2nL
n C 1
C
cnC11
L (V )
D 2

$
G


 cG1 (K 1M )cG1 (L)n C
nL
n C 1
cG1 (L)nC1

(V ),
for V 2 g. Hence if M is a Fano manifold and L D K 1M , then we have
F K
 1
M
M (V ) D  
2
n C 1
($G

(cG1 (K 1M )nC1))(V ),
for V 2 XM .
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Now, we assume that a holomorphic vector field X 2 XM on M generates the holo-
morphic S1-action on M . In this case, there exists a real Lie subgroup K of Aut(M)
such that K is isomorphic to S1 and its Lie algebra generated by X
R
. Furthermore,
we assume that L is K -equivariant. Then the real part of L(L ,h)X is constant, for a
K -invariant Hermitian metric h of L such that !g D
p
 1(h) 2M(M , L) (see, e.g.,
[13, Theorem 4.4 (p. 94)]). For a polynomial (or a power series)  of one-variable and
two K -invariant Hermitian metrics h0 and h1 of L , we put
BCK (LI h0, h1) WD
Z 1
0

0((ht )C L(L ,ht )X ) Pht h 1t dt
2
 
M
k
Ak,kK (M)
!,
Im(K )C Im(K ),
where fht g05t51 is a path of K -invariant Hermitian metrics of L from h0 to h1 and
Ap,qK (M) the space of C1 K -equivariant (p, q)-forms on M (see [21] for the defin-
itions of Ap,qK (M), K and K ). Then we can prove that BCK (LI h0, h1) is independent
of the choice of a path fht g05t51; hence BC

K (LI h0, h1) is well-defined and called a
K -equivariant Bott–Chern form of (LI h0, h1) associated to  (see [21] for more de-
tails). Moreover we put
BC

K (LI h0, h1) WD
Z
M
BCK (LI h0, h1).
For a complex Lie subgroup G ( K ) of Aut(M), if L is G-equivariant and K com-
mutes with exp tY
R
(t 2 R) for Y 2 g  XM , then we have
d
dt




tD0
BC

K (LI h0, exp tY Rh0)
D
Z
M
2<e(L(L ,h0)Y )0((h0)C L(L ,h0)X ).
Moreover, we also have
(2.2) CL (Z I Y ) D
Z
M
L
(L ,h)
Y 
0((h)C L(L ,h)Z ),
for Y , Z 2 g and a polynomial (or a power series)  of one-variable. Here, for a func-
tion  on a vector space V, we put
(SI T ) WD d
dt




tD0
(S C tT ), S, T 2 V,
that is, (SI  ) 2 V is the differentiation of  at S 2 V.
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3. Generalized Kähler–Ricci solitons
In this section, first of all, we shall explain the K-energy associated to Kähler–
Ricci solitons according to Tian ([21]). Next, we shall give some modified version of it.
Let (M , L) be an n-dimensional polarized manifold. We assume that a holomorphic
vector field X 2 XM on M generates the holomorphic S1-action (K ( S1)  Aut(M))
on M . Furthermore, we assume that L is K -equivariant and put
M(M , L)K WD f! 2M(M , L) W ! is K -invariantg.
By the equation
(3.1) (x   y   nL C n C 1)ey D
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
pm,k(x C my)k ,
we can determine constants pm,k 2 R (m D 0, 1, : : : , k; k D 0, 1, : : : ). For examples,
p0,0 D n C 1   nL , p0,1 D nL C 1   n, p1,1 D n   nL .
Tian defined a functional  XL on M(M , L)K by

X
L (!0(')) WD
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
pm,kBC
ck1
K (K 1M 
 Lm I det g(h0)  hm0 , det g(h1)  hm1 )
D  
Z 1
0
dt
Z
M
p
 1
2
P't
e(
p
 1=2)L(L ,ht )X
n!

8
<
:
s(!0('t ))   nL  
p
 1
2
L
(L ,ht )
X   2
p
 1
2
gt L
(L ,ht )
X
 
 


p
 1
2
L
(L ,ht )
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,ht )
X
!!
gt
9
=
;

!0('t )
2
n
,
where f't g05t51 is a path of K -invariant real-valued C1-functions on M from '0  0
to '1 D ', !0 D
p
 1(h0) and ht D e 't h0 with !gt D
p
 1(ht ) 2 M(M , L)K
(0 5 t 5 1). Here by (  ,  )gt , we denote the Hermitian metric of the holomorphic
vector bundle T 1,0 M of cotangent vectors of type (1, 0) on M induced by gt , that is,
for !g 2M(M , L) and '1, '2 2 C1(M)C ,
('1, '2)g D
n
X
i , jD1
g| i
'1
zi
'2
z|
.
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The Euler–Lagrange equation for  XL is
(3.2)
sg   nL  
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X   2
p
 1
2
g L
(L ,h)
X
 
 


p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X
!!
g
D 0,
where !g D
p
 1(h) and h is K -invariant. If X D 0, then L(L ,h)X D 0 and hence a solu-
tion g for the Euler–Lagrange equation (3.2) is a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric.
If M is a Fano manifold and L D K 1M , then we have K 1M D 1 and
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X C
p
 1
2
g L
(K 1M ,h)
X C
 
 fg , 
 
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X
!!
g
 0.
Hence, by (1.1), the Euler–Lagrange equation (3.2) becomes
g

fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X

C
 


fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X
!!
g
D 0,
(3.3)
where !g D
p
 1(h) and h is K -invariant. Therefore, by the maximum principle, a
solution for the equation (3.3) satisfies
fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X  constant,
where !g D
p
 1(h). In this case, we have
Ricg   !g D
p
 1  fg D   12 L
(K 1M ,h)
X D  
1
2
dL(K
 1
M ,h)
X
D  
p
 1
2
di(X )!g D  
p
 1
2
L X!g D L X 0!g ,
where X 0 WD  (p 1=2)X . Hence, (g, X 0) is a Kähler–Ricci soliton and we can re-
gard  XK 1M as the K-energy of (MI X
0) associated to Kähler–Ricci solitons. Therefore a
solution for the equation (3.2) could be regarded as a generalization of a Kähler–Ricci
soliton to the case where the polarization L is general.
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For a complex Lie subgroup G ( K ) of Aut(M), if L is G-equivariant and K
commutes with exp tY
R
(t 2 R) for Y 2 g  XM , then we have
d
dt



tD0

X
L (exp tY R!0)
D
Z
M
p
 1
2
<e(L(L ,h0)Y )
e(
p
 1=2)L(L ,h0)X
n!

8
<
:
s(!0)   nL  
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h0)
X   2
p
 1
2
g0 L
(L ,h0)
X
 
 


p
 1
2
L
(L ,h0)
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h0)
X
!!
g0
9
=
;

!0
2
n
,
for Y 2 g  XM . Hence,
T XL (Y ) WD
Z
M
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
Y
e
p
 1
2 L
(L ,h)
X
n!

8
<
:
sg   nL  
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X   2
p
 1
2
g L
(L ,h)
X
 
 

 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X
!
, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X
!!
g
9
=
;

!g
2
n
,
(Y 2 g  XM ) is an obstruction to the existence of solutions for the equation (3.2),
where !g D
p
 1(h), X 2 g and we do not have to assume that X generates a holo-
morphic S1-action on M . If M is a Fano manifold, then K 1M is Aut(M)-equivariant
and T XK 1M can be defined on XM . Moreover, we have
T XK 1M (Y ) D
Z
M
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
Y
e(
p
 1=2)L(K
 1
M ,h)
X
n!

8
<
:
g

fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X

C
 


fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X
!!
g
9
=
;

!g
2
n
D
Z
M
p
 1
2
Y

fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X

e(
p
 1=2)L(K
 1
M ,h0)
X
n!

!g
2
n
,
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for Y 2 XM , where !g D
p
 1(h). Therefore T XK 1M coincides with the obstruction to
the existence of Kähler–Ricci solitons introduced by Tian and Zhu ([22], [23] and [24]).
By the way, when M is a Fano manifold, L D K kM (k D 2, 3, : : : ) and g a solution
for the equation (3.2), however, unless X D 0, (1=k)g does not give a Kähler–Ricci
soliton in general. Because of this fact, we shall modify  XL a little. Instead of (3.1),
by the equation
(3.4) (x   L y C L )ey D
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
qm,k(x C my)k
we define constants qm,k 2 R (m D 0, 1, : : : , k; k D 0, 1, 2, : : : ). Moreover we define
a functional QXL on M(M , L)K by
Q
X
L (!0(')) WD
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
qm,kBC
ck1
K (K 1M 
 Lm I det g(h0)  hm0 , det g(h1)  hm1 )
D  
Z 1
0
dt
Z
M
p
 1
2
P't
e(
p
 1=2)L(L ,ht )X
n!

8
<
:
s(!0('t ))   nL   L
p
 1
2
L
(L ,ht )
X   2
p
 1
2
gt L
(L ,ht )
X
 
 


p
 1
2
L
(L ,ht )
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,ht )
X
!!
gt
9
=
;

!0('t )
2
n
,
where f't g05t51 is a path of K -invariant real-valued C1-functions on M from '0  0
to '1 D ', !0 D
p
 1(h0) and ht D e 't h0 with !gt D
p
 1(ht ) 2M(M , L)K (0 5
t 5 1). Note that if M is a Fano manifold and L D K 1M , then we have QXK 1M D 
X
K 1M
.
The Euler–Lagrange equation for QXL is
(3.5)
sg   nL   L
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X   2
p
 1
2
g L
(L ,h)
X
 
 


p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X
!!
g
D 0,
where !g D
p
 1(h) and h is K -invariant. If X D 0, then a solution g for the Euler–
Lagrange equation (3.5) is also a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric.
If M is a Fano manifold and L D K kM (k D 1, 2, :::), then we have K kM D 1=k and
1
k
p
 1
2
L
(K kM ,h)
X C
p
 1
2
g L
(K kM ,h)
X C
 
 fg , 
 
p
 1
2
L
(K kM ,h)
X
!!
g
 0.
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Hence the Euler–Lagrange equation (3.5) also becomes the equation (3.3) and
((1=k)g, X 00) is a Kähler–Ricci soliton, where X 00 D  k(p 1=2)X . Moreover, we
can prove that !g 2M(M , L)K is a critical point of QLX if and only if !kg D k!g 2
M(M , Lk)K is that of QLk(1=k)X for general L . Therefore a solution for the equation
(3.5) could also be regarded as a generalization of a Kähler–Ricci soliton to the case
where the polarization L is general.
For a complex Lie subgroup G of Aut(M), if L is G-equivariant, then
QT XL (Y ) WD
Z
M
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
Y
e(
p
 1=2)L(L ,h)X
n!

8
<
:
sg   nL   L
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X   2
p
 1
2
g L
(L ,h)
X
 
 


p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
L
(L ,h)
X
!!
g
9
=
;

!g
2
n
,
(Y 2 g  XM ) is an obstruction to the existence of solutions for the equation (3.5),
where !g D
p
 1(h), X 2 g and we do not have to assume that X generates a holo-
morphic S1-action on M .
When L is G-equivariant for a complex Lie subgroup G of Aut(M), we shall study
T XL and QT XL . In this case, by the identities (2.2), (3.1) and (3.4), we have
T XL (Y ) D
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
pm,kC
ck1
K 1M 
Lm
(X I Y )
D
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
pm,k($G

cG1 (K 1M 
 Lm)k)(X I Y )
D
 
$
G

 
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
pm,k(cG1 (K 1M )C mcG1 (L))k
!!
(X I Y )
D ($G

((cG1 (K 1M )   cG1 (L)   nL C n C 1)ec
G
1 L ))(X I Y )
D ($G

((cG1 (K 1M )   cG1 (L)   nL C n C 1) chG(L)))(X I Y ),
QT XL (Y ) D
1
X
kD0
k
X
mD0
qm,kC
ck1
K 1M 
Lm
(X I Y )
D ($G

((cG1 (K 1M )   LcG1 (L)C L ) chG(L)))(X I Y ),
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for Y 2 g  XM , where chG(L) is the G-equivariant Chern character for L . Moreover,
if X D 0, then we obtain
T XL (Y )jXD0 D QT XL (Y )jXD0 D  
1
2n!
F LM (Y ),
for Y 2 g  XM .
REMARK 3.6. By a direct calculation without using the identities (3.1) and (3.4),
we can also show the formulae stated above:
T XL (Y ) D ($G ((cG1 (K 1M )   cG1 (L)   nL C n C 1) chG(L)))(X I Y ),
QT XL (Y ) D ($G ((cG1 (K 1M )   LcG1 (L)C L ) chG(L)))(X I Y ),
for Y 2 g  XM .
In particular, if M is a Fano manifold, then we have the following:
Theorem 3.7. Let M be a Fano manifoldI in this case K 1M is Aut(M)-equivariantI
in this case, T XK 1M and
QT XK 1M can be defined on XM . Then we have
T XK 1M (Y ) D
Z
M
p
 1
2
Y

fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K 1M ,h)
X

e(
p
 1=2)L(K
 1
M ,h)
X
n!

!g
2
n
D ($G

(chG(K 1M )))(X I Y ),
for Y 2 XM , where !g D
p
 1(h). Furthermore, we also have
QT XK kM (Y ) D
Z
M
p
 1
2
Y

fg  
p
 1
2
L
(K kM ,h)
X

e(
p
 1=2)L(K
 k
M ,h)
X
n!

!g
2
n
D
1
k
($G

(chG(K kM )))(X I Y ),
for Y 2 XM and k D 1, 2, : : : , where !g D
p
 1(h).
For a general G-equivariant polarization L , where G is a complex Lie subgroup
of Aut(M), we define functions TL and QT L on g D Lie(G)  XM by
TL WD $
G

((cG1 (K 1M )   cG1 (L)   nL C n C 1) chG(L)),
QT L WD $
G

((cG1 (K 1M )   LcG1 (L)C L ) chG(L)).
Then T XL and QT XL are the differentiations of TL and QT L at X 2 g, respectively. There-
fore we have the following:
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Theorem 3.8. If X 2 g is not a critical point of TL (resp. QT L ), then the equation
(3.2) (resp. (3.5)) does not admit any solutions. Here, by fixing the holomorphic vector
field X , we consider the equations (3.2) and (3.5) as those for the Kähler metric g.
REMARK 3.9. When M is a Fano manifold and L D K 1M , Tian and Zhu
proved that
TK 1M D
QT K 1M D $
G

(chG(K 1M ))
is a proper convex function on XredM and hence admits a unique critical point on XredM
([24, Lemma 2.2]). Here the Chevalley decomposition allows us to write the identity
component AutÆ(M) of Aut(M) as a semidirect product
AutÆ(M) D H ËUM ,
where UM is the unipotent radical of AutÆ(M) and H a reductive algebraic subgroup
of AutÆ(M), and XredM ( XM ) is the Lie algebra of H (see for instance [9]).
Now, in view of the equation (3.5), we can introduce the notion of a generalized
Kähler–Ricci soliton as follows:
DEFINITION 3.10. Let M be a compact connected n-dimensional complex mani-
fold, which may not be projective. If a Kähler metric g on M and a holomorphic
vector field X 2 XM on M satisfy the following equality:
sg   n   
p
 1
2
X   2
p
 1
2
g X
 
 


p
 1
2
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
X
!!
g
D 0,
for some X 2 C1(M)C satisfying
p
 1 X D  i(X )!g , where
 WD
2(c1(M) [ [!g]n 1)([M])
[!g]n([M])
2 R,
then we call (g, X ), or simply g, a generalized Kähler–Ricci soliton on M .
4. An example
In this section, we shall give a non-trivial example of a generalized Kähler–Ricci
soliton, which is a generalization of an Einstein–Kähler metric constructed by Koiso
and Sakane ([15]).
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Let p W E ! N be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact
connected (n   1)-dimensional complex manifold N , h an Hermitian metric of E and
s W E0 ! (0, C1) the corresponding norm functions, where E0 WD E n (0-section). We
assume the following:
(i) There exists a compactification OE , such that OE nE is disjoint union of two complex
submanifolds of OE ;
(ii) s extends to a continuous function s W OE ! [0, C1].
Let S be a vector field on E0, which generates the standard S1-action on E0, and put
H WD  J S, where J is the standard complex structure of E0. For a monotone in-
creasing diffeomorphism  W (0, C1) ! (0, R), we put t WD  Æ s W OE ! [0, R]. For a
one-parameter family fgt gt2R of Riemannian metrics on N , we consider the following
Riemannian metric
(4.2) g WD pgt C dt2 C (dt Æ J )2
on E0. We put u(t) WD pg(H , H ) and b WD (1=2) R R0 u(x) dx , and define a function
U W [0, R] ! [ b, b] by
U (w) WD  b C
Z
w
0
u(x) dx .
Then, g is a Kähler metric on E0 if and only if g0 is a Kähler metric on N and gt D
g0  U (t)B, where B is a 2-tensor associated to the curvature form of h. Furthermore,
we assume the following:
(iii) The eigenvalues of B and Ricg0 with respect to g0 are constant.
Under these assumptions, we put
'(U (t)) WD u(t)2 D g(H , H ),
Q(U (t)) WD det(g 10 gt ) D det(I  U (t)g 10 B),
G(U (t)) WD trgt (Ricg0 ),
(U ) WD Q(U )G(U ).
Then, in view of [12, Lemma 3.1], the scalar curvature of g is given by
sg D
(U )
Q(U )  
1
2Q(U ) (Q')
00(U ).
Since  U is a Hamiltonian function of the holomorphic vector field S C
p
 1H with
respect to !g , i.e.,  U D i(S C
p
 1H )!g , we put M WD OE and  (
p
 1=2)X WD
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1U C 2, where 1 and 2 are real constants. Then we have
 
p
 1
2
g X D
1
2Q (Q')
0(U ),
 


p
 1
2
X

, 
 
p
 1
2
X
!!
g
D

2
1
2
'(U ).
Hence, the equation (3.5) becomes the ordinary differential equation
(U )
Q(U )  
1
2Q(U ) (Q')
00(U )   m C m
n
(1U C 2)
C
1
Q(U ) (Q')
0(U )   
2
1
2
'(U ) D 0,
where we put m WD n. Therefore, we have
'(U ) D e
1U
Q(U )

Z U
 b
	 (x)e 1x (U   x) dx C C1U C C2

,
where C1 and C2 are constants and we put
	 (U ) WD 2(U )   2m Q(U )C 2m
n
Q(U )(1U C 2).
In view of [12, Theorem 5], this defines a Kähler metric on M D OE if and only if the
following two conditions hold:
(a) ' > 0 on ( b, b), '(b) D 0 and ' extends smoothly over b;
(b) '0( b) D 2 and '0(b) D  2.
The conditions '( b) D 0 and '0( b) D 2 imply C2 D 0 and C1 D 2eb1 Q( b). More-
over, by the condition '(b) D 0, we have
2 D
(n=m)(bÆ0   bmq0 C (m=n)b1q1   Æ1 C mq1   (m=n)1q2 C 2beb1 Q( b))
q1   bq0
,
where, for i D 0, 1, j D 0, 1, 2, we put
Æi WD
Z b
 b
x i(x)e 1x dx , q j WD
Z b
 b
x j Q(x)e 1x dx .
The positivity and extendability of ' can be proved similarly to the case of [12, Sec-
tion 6], since
d2
dU 2
(Q(U )'(U )e 1U )
D 2e 1U Q(U )

G(U )C 2m1
n
U C
2m2
n
  2m

.
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The condition '0(b) D  2 becomes
(4.3) Æ0   mq0 C m
n
1q1 C
m
n
2q0 C eb1 Q( b)C e b1 Q(b) D 0.
Finally, by this equation, we want to determine the constant 1. However, in a general
situation, we have not been able to settle this problem yet. Henceforth, we consider a
special setting, that is, we put N D P 1(C), E D O
P
1(C)(k), M D OE D P (OP 1(C)(k) 
O
P
1(C)), !g0 D a!,
p
 1(h) D k! and Ricg0 D !, where k 2 Z, a is a positive
constant satisfying a  kb > 0, h an Hermitian metric of E and ! the Fubini–Study
form on P 1(C) such that [!] D 2c1(O
P
1(C)(1)). In this case, each Kähler class on M
is represented by a Kähler form of a Kähler metric of the form as in (4.2) (cf. [12,
Section 4]) and we have
Q(U ) D 1   k
a
U , G(U ) D 
a   kU
.
Then a simple calculation shows that
lim
1!1
(the left hand side of (4.3)) D 1.
Therefore, we can conclude that the equation (4.3) has a solution. Hence, for an arbi-
trary Kähler class, we have a generalized Kähler–Ricci soliton on M D OE D
P (O
P
1(C)(k)OP 1(C)).
REMARK 4.4. The Kähler metric of the type in Example 4.1 was originally used
by Koiso and Sakane in [15] to construct examples of non-homogeneous Einstein–Kähler
metrics. For Kähler–Ricci solitons, Koiso constructed examples of this type in [14]. (In
[14], Koiso called Kähler–Ricci solitons as quasi-Einstein metrics.) Moreover, Hwang
([12]) and Guan ([10]) constructed examples of this type for extremal Kähler metrics
and generalized quasi-Einstein metrics (see [10] for the definition of a generalized quasi-
Einstein metric), respectively.
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